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Slide 1 - Title

Good afternoon. I am very pleased to join you today and participate in this conference. I've

been looking forward to it for over a year, and to the opportunity to spend some time again >

with colleagues at Amoco Norway.

As the world's second largest oil exporter, it is fitting for Norway to host this international

gathering that will examine the current state and future development of the global energy

industry.

The program clearly indicates the breadth and complexity of our industry. This conference

not only seeks to examine an appropriate mixture of technological, business and

organizational topics, but also looks ahead to the year 2000 and beyond. At this point, it is

well to remind ourselves that the year 2000 ~ long a symbol of the distant future — is now

only few years away.

My topic today looks to the future, but also requires a review of the recent past. Specifically,

I will examine — after a decade of restructuring and renewing: what have we learned and

where are we heading. In this regard, I'll refer mainly to our experiences at Amoco.

However, the conditions we faced are identical to those other companies have had to deal with

and our responses may be similar in many respects.

Slide 2 - Decade of restructuring: organization, operations, government

Generally, these responses fall into three broad areas. At Amoco, we have experienced a

major change in our organizational structure and the way we work.

Second, the industry has adopted innovative operating practices « including the formation of

cooperative alliances — to make its business activities more cost effective. These alliances

have included cooperation between operators and between operators and suppliers.



Third, governments have adopted more supportive policies toward energy development

through broadened opportunities for participation by private companies and more pragmatic

fiscal terms.

The changes brought about by restructuring — both internal and external — have taught us a

number of lessons. I will summarize these lessons from Amocos perspective, but other

companies have shared many of the same experiences. To that extent, these lessons indicate

where the oil and gas industry is heading in the future.

Before discussing these changes, let me begin with a brief review of conditions during the

recent past — conditions that led to the massive restructuring of our industry.

Slide 3 - U.S. Oil prices

Many forces led to the industry's restructuring and the need to renew all aspects of our

corporations. However, the most obvious and one of the most profound causes has been the

wide swings in oil prices that began in the mid-1970s with the Arab oil embargo and — since

the mid-1980s ~ a prolonged period of relatively weak prices.

This graph depicts average U.S. wellhead prices in current dollars per barrel from the high

point in 1981 through last year. After reaching a peak of nearly $32 per barrel, prices have

fallen to remain below $16 per barrel for most of the period. During 1996 thus far, prices

have increased by several dollars per barrel « better than the levels of recent years but in real

terms still less than half the level of prices in 1981.

Furthermore, most forecasters do not expect oil prices to do much better than keeping pace

with inflation in the future. In the 1960s. 70s and early 1980s, making money in oil

exploration and production was relatively easy. As an industry, we became complacent and

allowed a bloated bureaucracy to develop. These trends intensified the difficulties that arose

when prices collapsed.

In addition, other factors created the need for industry restructuring. Competition has

intensified and now exists on a global basis. As the rate of increase in energy demand has



slowed, existing producers have had to compete in a market were supply is growing faster

than demand. Moreover, the entry of new organizations — including state-owned enterprises

that operate beyond national borders -- have added to the competitive pressure. These and

other factors have led the massive restructuring of the oil and gas industry.

Slide 4 - U.S. Industry Employment

The most visible evidence of the restructuring that has taken place in the oil and natural gas

industry is employment. Over the past decade, industry employment in the United States has

decreased by nearly one-half million jobs in the exploration, production and refining

segments.

At Amoco, total employment has decreased from about 54,500 in 1990 to 42,700 last year.

But job reductions are far from the entire story of restructuring — either for Amoco or for the

industry. It took a few years to wake up to the fact that we had better find a way to prosper at

$15 to $18 oil prices. The alternative was obvious and certainly held no appeal.

The realization led to the fundamental changes that have taken place in the organizational

structure at Amoco and in many of our operating practices, including relationships with other

companies. It is these fundamental changes that provide the focus for an examination of what

we have learned from restructuring as well as an indication of where the industry will go in

the future.

I will cite a number of examples of changes that have occurred at Amoco. However, I believe

many of them are similar to changes that have taken place at other companies and are

representative of the impact of restructuring.

Slide 5 - Operating company structure

For many years, Amoco functioned with an organization consisting of three major operating

companies: Amoco Production, the petroleum exploration and production company; Amoco

Oil, responsible for petroleum refining, marketing and transportation; and Amoco Chemical,

a worldwide petrochemical producer.



This organization served us well for decades. However, we recognized that the onset of

fierce, global competition and the pressure to become more cost efficient required a structure

that could recognize and respond more quickly to challenges and opportunities.

Slide 6 - Old Path to Project Approval

This is an exaggerated picture of how the traditional structure operated but it does represent

the problems associated with the old way of doing things. Over the years, layers of

bureaucracy built up and slowed down decision making. Project reviews consumed excessive

time and approvals were delayed as information flowed slowly through the bureaucratic chain.

Slide 7 - Three-sector organization

In 1994, we replaced the operating company organization with a structure consisting of 17

business groups arranged in three sectors: exploration and production, petroleum products,

and chemicals. Each group is divided further into business units, each of which is a self-

contained profit and loss center.

The objective of this change is to drive decision making down further in the corporation -

closer to where the opportunities and challenges exist. In the rapidly moving, global market

of today — and even to a greater degree tomorrow — we cannot afford the former centralized

control model organization.

In addition to creating a more flexible, responsive and streamlined operating structure in 1994,

we also formed a new, centralized organization to provide support services. Rather than

duplicate functions, such as accounting or data processing, within each business unit, this

Shared Services approach provides a core staff that provides support on an as-needed basis.

These organizational changes are vital to improving our cost structure and ability to act and

react. However, the changes we have instituted to transform and renew the corporate culture

are just as important.



Slide 8 - Renewal star

We have used this star diagram as a framework for communicating the various parts of

renewal at Amoco. Each point of the star represents a different aspect of this effort: Strategy,

Structure, Processes, Rewards and People. We view this as a long-term process — one that

has been going on since the late 1980s and that will continue into the next century and

beyond.

Although the various aspects are presented as separate components, we have been working

simultaneously in several areas at any given time and have introduced a series of changes in

each of them over time.

Slide 9 - Renewal star - Strategy highlighted

For example, we have formulated an overall strategic direction for Amoco that contains a

number of objectives, such as concentration or focus on our core businesses and achieving a

set of financial objectives. We also are pursuing a strategy of focused global growth as we

seek to realize the opportunities for energy development in areas, such as the former Soviet

Union, that were previously unavailable.

Within this corporate strategic framework, each business unit and business group devises its

own strategic plan and annual performance objectives.

Slide 10 - Renewal star - Structure highlighted

As I already noted, we have introduced a new structure at Amoco, based on business units,

supported by a centralized Shared Services support organization. Let me just add that since

introducing the Shared Services concept in the United States, we have expanded Shared

Services to our European operations.

Slide 11 - Renewal star - Processes highlighted



We have also provided a set of processes — or tools — for this organizational structure to

function more effectively. These tools include elements for planning and extensive changes

in such areas as accounting, budgeting and performance reporting. Among the most

important processes introduced in recent years has been our Progress initiative that combined

several different continuous improvement programs into a single, corporate-wide effort with

the objective of achieving continuous improvement in our performance.

Our quality-management processes is based on seven fundamental principles. These are:

customer focus; teamwork; sharing best practices; leadership: process improvement;

measurement and assessment; and empowerment.

Slide 12- Renewal Star - Rewards highlighted

One objective of Amoco's restructuring is to provide employees with more authority, or

empowerment. The flip side of this additional authority is accountability and we have taken

major steps to increase accountability by matching rewards more closely with performance.

However, this area of accountability is one where we have a long way to go. It is much more

than rewards and consequences as it also has to do with making personal, gut-level

commitment to doing what you say you will do. There is an excellent book entitled TheOz

Principle that I commend to your reading on this subject.

A major portion of employee compensation is now variable and linked both to corporate and

business unit results. Thus, employees in our company have an opportunity to earn a variable

incentive payout each year. When corporate performance is exceptional, employees receive

exceptional rewards and vice versa.

Slide 13 - Renewal Star - People highlighted

A responsive, challenged and motivated workforce is central to the success of renewal and a

major focus of our efforts has been on people. Amoco has introduced extensive training

programs, including a multi-year effort aimed at managers. This intensive, one-week

exposure delivered through our management learning center in Chicago to 3,500 people each

year has helped improve their strategic management, leadership, teambuilding and financial



skills . We have also initiated new procedures for evaluating employee performance,

recruiting and advancing employees, and diversifying Amoco's global workforce.

I have spent considerable time describing the initiatives that go beyond the statistical

summaries of workforce reductions that often comprise the description of industry

restructuring and renewal. The organizational and management changes that I have described

— and that I believe have taken place widely in our industry — provide a truer, more accurate

picture of restructuring.

Slide 14 - Operational Practice

In addition to these internal organizational changes, the industry has rethought its

relationships with competitors to achieve alliances that provide advantages to all parties.

These alliances exist at the company-to-company level, and more broadly on an industry-wide

level. Restructuring and an unrelenting focus on costs have also caused us to reexamine our

relationships with suppliers ™ enlisting them as partners rather than holding them at arms'

length in an adversarial buyer-seller relationship.

These developments - particularly the inter-company area - do not diminish the intensity of

competition. Indeed, self-interest is a guiding principle. However, the challenges that have

confronted the industry in recent years have demonstrated that individual companies can gain

by cooperation and through the formation of alliances — with their peers and with their

suppliers.

The challenges facing the industry in recent years have also fostered a higher degree of

cooperation between the industry and host governments. This is recognized in regulatory and

fiscal conditions that encourage energy development. However, improvements in the

relationship between industry and governments also are linked to the recognition by

companies on the importance of viewing host governments as customers. This recognition

includes a need to understand thoroughly the needs of a host country, which usually requires

early deployment of people who can prepare the way before actual operations begin.



Let me describe some specifics about these changing relationships, starting with an industry

example.

Slide 15 - Altura Energy Ltd.

As an example of the changing relationships between companies. Amoco and Shell have

agreed to jointly operate their producing properties in the Permian Basin area of West Texas

and Southeast New Mexico. A new operating company, called Altura Energy Ltd., is being

formed to manage the 12,000 wells now operated separately by the two companies. Together,

these wells produce approximately 210,000 gross barrels of crude oil and some 250 million

gross cubic feet of natural gas per day.

Altura is expected to manage the combined assets more efficiently and at lower cost by

utilizing a more focused, streamlined and responsive organization.

Slide 15 - Inter-Companv Alliances

There are a number of other examples of industry alliances on both the upstream and

downstream sides of the business. These include the international alliance between British

Petroleum and Statoil, which is well known here in Stavanger. That 1990 pact covered

international exploration and production, gas marketing and technological development.

Among more recent examples is the agreement between Norsk Hydro and Petro Canada to

swap assets offshore Norway and Canada. The value of the swap is estimated at several

hundred million dollars and will allow each company to expand in a new part of the world,

diversifying their producing portfolios.

According to press reports, reduced operating costs were a large motive for another alliance -

the agreement between British Petroleum and Mobil to combine their European refining and

marketing businesses. The resulting organization would operate in 43 countries and have

assets that include interests in 14 refineries and about 9,000 service stations. In recent

months, other companies in Europe have announced plans to consolidate refining operations

and otherwise realign businesses to achieve increased efficiency.



A similar effort in the United States between Conoco and Phillips Petroleum to merge their

downstream businesses did not become final. However, it does represent the widespread

movement in thinking that is taking place about finding ways to increase efficiency and

realize better returns through alliances than would be possible through completely

independent operations.

Slide 16 - Industry—Government Alliances: Norsok (highlighted). CRINE

There also have been a number of efforts for broader industry' cooperation — often with

support from government agencies. The Norsok program in Norway and the United

Kingdom's CRTNE are good examples.

Last year, the steering group submitted its recommendations for Norsok, the Competitive

Standing of the Norwegian Offshore Sector, and the program has already begun providing

dividends for offshore operators.

The recommendations for standardized parts and equipment, improved operator and supplier

relations as well as important initiatives in the areas of health, safety and the environment will

mean more economical operations in the Norwegian North Sea and extend the life of

production in the region. The Ministry of Industry and Energy and the companies and other

organizations who participated in the Norsok program deserve congratulations.

Slide 17 - Valhall Wellhead Platform

For Amoco, the benefits of the Norsok program are readily apparent in such projects as the

new wellhead platform at our Valhall field, shown here during installation.. Amoco Norway

completed the project in April. That was only 10 months after the contract award, setting a

record for North Sea operations. Moreover, production from the platform began in early June,

one year after government approval — also a record. In addition to the time savings, the

installation was completed at significant cost savings. The 15 to 19 horizontal wells that will

be drilled should increase Valhall production by some 40,000 barrels of oil per day and add 82

million barrels of oil and 4.4 billion cubic meters of gas to the field's reserves.



Slide 18 frepeat #16 with CRINE highlighted)

The CRINE initiative in the United Kingdom is another solid example of industry

cooperation — with government support — that is leading to improvements in both business

operations and environmental performance. CRINE stands for Cost Reduction Initiative for

the New Era. It aims at achieving a 30-percent cost reduction for the offshore oil and gas

industry. This will help enhance the economic recovery of reserves, increase offshore

investment and bring other benefits to the industry and to the country.

Slide 19-AMOSS photo

In offshore operations, design simplification in the spirit of CRINE ~ plus the use of new

material, such as fiber reinforced plastic -- have helped to lower costs and reduce weight for

the Amoco Minimum Offshore Supporting Structures. The platform design is apparent in this

photo of the installation last year at the Davy and Bessemer natural gas fields in the North

Sea. In addition to being more cost effective, the innovative platform design enhances safety

and provides environmental benefits. The platforms feature wind turbines that generate

electricity, thereby reducing the hydrocarbon emissions associated with conventional

generating equipment. Moreover, the platforms are designed to operate unmanned under

normal conditions - - a feature that will increase safety by reducing the need for helicopter

trips to ferry workers back and forth between shore and platforms.

Now operational, the two fields are capable of producing a combined total of 220 million

cubic feet of gas per day. Equally significant, the $130 million project is developing new

North Sea resources previously thought unattractive and will extend the life of existing

offshore fields.

In addition to bringing benefits to the offshore industry, CRINE has produced dividends for at

least one onshore project as well.

The CRINE initiatives are benefitting the expansion of the existing Amoco-operated terminal

for the Central Area Transmission System ~ or CATS — that brings natural gas supplies from



offshore fields to a major industrial area in Great Britain. The expansion of these facilities

will give CATS the capability of processing 1.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas per day by

1998.

Through innovative risk-sharing and incentive contracts and other measures inspired by the

CRINE program, this onshore project will be completed more quickly and cost-effectively

than would otherwise be possible. These two examples also highlight the impact these

changes have had on the very important matter of cycle time.

Increasing cooperation within the industry and the more supportive posture of government

agencies are significant and long-term benefits of restructuring - important components of

what we have learned and fundamental indicators of where we are heading. In addition, the

widespread re-emphasis on technology that restructuring has encouraged has and will

continue to improve and expand global energy activities.

Slide 20 - Cartoon

Relationships between companies and suppliers have also changed as an outgrowth of

restructuring. This cartoon typifies the old way of doing things ~ adversaries arguing across a

desk ~ each trying to get the best deal for his side. That narrow outlook has broadened to

make win-win the goal for both sides as suppliers and customers have faced the need to

achieve greater efficiency and lower cost.

Slide 21 - Company-Supplier Alliances

Stronger bonds now exist between operators and suppliers in such areas as the purchase of

equipment and services, as well as contracting for drilling and for well services.

There are a number of examples of this partnering approach in the North Sea. Amoco has

concentrated its purchasing on a fewer number of select suppliers who offer a wider range of

services and products at competitive prices. When appropriate, we look for suppliers and

contractors who have a pan-European presence that can support our activities across different

operating locations.



This focus has helped to promote standardization of parts and equipment, created a spirit of

teamwork and at the same time has reduced costs. The relationships extend to providing our

conductor, casing and tubing suppliers with direct access to Amoco's planning system. They

use the system to arrange delivery lead-times and inventory, and information from the system

serves as input to their manufacturing schedules.

In the western United States, we have formed an alliance with drilling companies, well service

companies and suppliers of drilling mud and wellhead services. This alliance has improved

the economics of two of our major natural gas fields, enabling us to drill prospects that would

otherwise be marginal and increase overall field production.

Our alliance partners jointly plan field development and coordinate work through teams that

are often co-located in Amoco's offices.

As a result, we have reduced average well costs from $950,000 to approximately $520,000

and are aiming at an additional 10-percent reduction in costs this year. Besides overall

savings of some $55 million, the alliance has achieved technological and design

improvements that may have otherwise been delayed or missed completely.

In the North Sea, the United States and elsewhere, our relationships with suppliers are based

on cooperation. However, it is also important to include financial incentives that reward

suppliers for improvements in a project's finances. Mutual responsibility linked with mutual

rewards in supplier relationships has been one of the important improvements associated with

restructuring.

Supplier alliances have also helped us overcome the technological challenges that are

increasing as we extend the search for new energy supplies into deeper offshore waters and

other difficult operating environments. This was the case with our development of the Liuhua

oil field offshore China.

Slide 22 - Liuhua development



This map shows the field's location, about 200 kilometers southeast of Hong Kong in the

South China Sea. The field has an attractive resource base. However, it lies under 300 meters

of water and contains a heavy, 21-degree crude that makes recovery difficult. Moreover, the

field lies over a water aquifer, resulting in the production of large quantities of water along

with the oil. A shallow reservoir and weather that includes annual typhoons also complicated

field development.

Slide 23- Liuhua Offshore Production System

Economic development of Liuhua ultimately depended upon a combination of existing and

new technology ~ much of it developed through the efforts of company-supplier teams.

Liuhua features a Floating Production System that provides drilling and subsea support. The

second surface component is a Floating Production, Storage and Offloading System that

processes and stores crude oil.

The third component is the Subsea system. It comprises all necessary equipment to move the

crude oil from the reservoir to the seafloor and then on to the floating storage facility. The

development will eventually have 20 wells, all of which will be produced with downhole

electric submersible pumps. This is one of the first use of these pumps in a subsea

environment.

Production at Liuhua began in March, 1996 -- approximately one month ahead of schedule

and more than $30 million under budget.

The key to this success — aside from the technical achievements — was an innovative

organizational approach. This approach included cross-functional, cross-company teams,

contributing ideas and participating in decisions. This participation not only produced

innovative technical solutions, but controlled costs and promoted speed of execution. It also

helped ensure that the development incorporated environmental, health and safety values from

the project's outset.

Slide 24 - Red tape



In addition to teamwork between companies and suppliers, we have also experienced

significant improvements in the relationship between government and industry. That

relationship ~ at least from the company point of view — in the past was marked by legislators

and regulators issuing a steady stream of paperwork that ended up entangling oil and gas

operations in red tape. At times, we felt that filling out forms was our main work and a pen

instead of a drill bit was our basic equipment.

Slide 25 - Improved Relations with Government

Governments have come to realize the magnitude of the difficulties that the oil and gas

industry has faced over the last ten years. As lawmakers watched the industry restructure,

downsize and ~ in some cases — struggle for survival, they initiated a number of

improvements in the legal and regulatory framework for the industry.

For example, we are witnessing massive privatization around the world as government

reduces its role in energy development and supply. In the United Kingdom gas market, for

example, the government has progressively moved from a state-owned monopoly to a

competitive market. As the change spread, private companies have begun marketing to

commercial and now residential customers. In addition, joint ventures between gas producers

and utilities have introduced greater competitive diversity to the U.K. energy mix.

Other improvements are taking place around the world. Norway has reduced the government

share in production licenses. And in one of the most striking examples, Venezuela — 20 years

after nationalizing the oil industry — has begun allowing foreign companies to reactivate old

oil fields and launch new exploration programs. As a result, it is among the most active

countries in the world for exploration and production projects.

Fiscal incentives for energy development are another improvement in the industry's relations

with government. In the United States, the federal government has passed legislation to waive

royalty payments on initial production from new leases in deeper waters of the Gulf of

Mexico. Similar incentives at the state level are spurring new activity both onshore and

offshore.



In addition, the volume of paperwork has begun to fall as government seeks to simplify

regulatory requirements. The number and frequency of reports have been reduced. Moreover,

some agencies have changed to electronic reporting in place of paper, thus streamlining the

process and reducing the workload.

There has also been a fundamental improvement in governmental attitude toward energy

development. Although we are far from regulatory freedom, there is a greater willingness to

allow the market to devise solutions to a problem rather than attempting to solve a problem

with more regulations.

Slide 26 - Restructuring - What we have learned

The changes associated with restructuring and renewal have affected organizational

framework, the relations between companies in the industry and in the relationship between

industry and government. What have we learned from this process? Let me describe some of

our experiences at Amoco.

Slide 26 - Focus

We now realize that prior to restructuring we were trying to do too many things and were

doing them in too many places. Our exploration activity, for example, extended to 100

countries. We have now sharpened our focus to about 25 key countries and are concentrating

our resources on these areas.

Our exploration results over the last several years show significant improvements in terms of

both volume and value ~ including added value for Amoco's shareholders. A recent example

is our experience during Norway's 15th offshore licensing round — the most successful for

Amoco and evidence that our refocused exploration program is having positive results.

Focus in everything we do — not just exploration — is one of the important lessons we have

learned and is an integral part of our restructuring and renewal.

We have abandoned the attempt to be all things to all people. We have learned to

acknowledge that some things are done better by other organizations. Accordingly, we have



outsourced a number of activities that we once thought we had to do ourselves. Refocusing

has also meant selling assets and managing our business portfolio more aggressively.

Asset sales and portfolio management are activities we are learning to practice as we

restructure and renew. We have come to believe that we must relentlessly pursue these

activities to maintain a sharp and true focus on the important areas of success in terms of

management, technology and capital allocation.

Slide 28 - External View

As a result of restructuring, we have learned to take a more external view and are attempting

to expand this approach. Formerly, we thought we knew all the answers and rarely looked

outside our industry for best practices to adopt.

We have learned to benchmark and search across industries for improvements in such areas as

project management, information technology and business processes. Becoming more

externally focused is another lesson of our restructuring journey.

Slide 29 - Measurement

We are learning to do a better job of assessing our performance. I believe that having the

wrong measure is worse than having none. For example, volume growth is sometimes used to

measure success. But growth in volume without growth in value only means you are doing

poorly but on a larger scale.

We continually ask ourselves and judge our activities on the basis of what they are doing to

create shareholder value. This is a key question we have learned to address as a result of

restructuring.

Slide 30 - Risk assessment

The external focus that restructuring has encouraged also underscored for us how

unsophisticated our risk assessment skills were relative to other industries. Beginning with

exploration and now in all phases of our business, we are insisting on more complete risk



models that address such factors as capital allocation and alternative approaches, as well as

helping identify where we should focus attention. There are huge rewards if risk assessment

is done correctly.

Slide 31 - Competency assessments

Restructuring forced us to review our strategies, especially in light of the changes taking place

in many of our lines of business. This activity prompted us to devote more attention to the

issue of the competencies needed to execute strategies successfully.

Gasoline marketing, natural gas marketing, deal capture and other areas of the business are

much different than they were prior to restructuring. The end result is a need to reach outside

our company for people with different skills and competencies. This is occurring at all levels

of the organization, including senior managers. The tradition of growing all our own talent

has ended. We have learned to pay close attention to competencies and act quickly to acquire

new skills that changing business need dictate we must have.

There are many other things which we have come to recognize and deal with as we have

restructured and renewed Amoco. Time does not permit amplification, but let me name just a

few more. Appreciation and recognition of the business case for diversity in an organization,

the absolute need to learn how to share learnings and knowledge across an organization,

rigorous attention to a strategic management system and — finally ~ effective, honest adult

communication with everyone in the workforce are vital.

Slide 32 - Repeat title slide

Let me summarize.

After a decade of restructuring, we have learned that the industry, government, customers and

suppliers need fresh approaches to the challenges we face today in terms of global

competition, development of hydrocarbon resources in more difficult environments, and the

need to operate economically in an era of inflationary growth — at best — in energy prices.



And as we approach a new century and a new millennium, these challenges promise to

continue and -- perhaps -- intensify. For these reasons, the lessons we have learned from

restructuring will continue to apply.

Now and in the future, our industry's success depends on finding improved ways to compete
on a global basis, finding opportunities — both within the industry and between industry and
governments — that permit cooperation to achieve mutual advantage. And certainly success
will hinge on continuing to develop and apply new technological solutions to physical,
environmental and economic challenges - challenges that face our industry today, in the year
2000 and beyond.
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Altura Energy Ltd.
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Field Services



Liuhua Development

Hong Kong

Contract area HflL

Liuhua field

South China Sea



Liuhua Offshore Production System
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Improved Relations with Governments

Privatization

Financial incentives

Simplified regulation

Market-based solutions



Restructuring

What we have learned
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Restructuring

What we have learned

• Focus

• External view

• Measurement

• Risk assessment

• Competency assessments



A Decade of Restructuring,

What have we learned?

Where are we heading?


